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Title: Government of the Philippine Islands vs. El Hogar Filipino

Facts:
El Hogar Filipino, a building and loan association organized in 1911 under Philippine law,
faced a quo warranto proceeding initiated by the Government of the Philippine Islands
aiming to dissolve the corporation. The Government cited alleged violations of corporate
laws and operational misconduct.

El Hogar Filipino was accused of various infractions, including illegally retaining ownership
of real property beyond the statutory five-year period, issuing “special” shares contrary to
legislation,  entering into  an excessive  founder’s  royalty  agreement,  improperly  holding
excessive reserve funds, making loans to entities other than individuals, and using its funds
for purposes beyond aiding individuals in building homes.

The legal journey to the Supreme Court involved a detailed exchange of petitions and
motions between the parties as they battled over the merits of the Government’s claims and
the corporation’s right to continue operations.

Issues:
1. Whether El Hogar Filipino unlawfully retained ownership of real property beyond the
statutory five-year period following foreclosure sales.
2. Whether the issuance of “special” shares was inconsistent with the purpose and nature of
building and loan associations.
3.  Whether  the  founder’s  royalty  agreement  was  excessive  and  justifiable  ground  for
dissolution.
4.  Whether maintaining excessive reserve funds and declaring a fixed annual  dividend
violated the Corporation Law.
5. Whether El Hogar Filipino made loans for purposes beyond helping individuals to build
homes.
6. Whether making loans to corporations and partnerships departed from its legal purpose
as a mutual building and loan association.

Court’s Decision:
The  Supreme  Court  recognized  that  while  El  Hogar  Filipino  committed  certain  acts
inconsistent with the strict letter of the law, such as holding real property beyond the
statutory period, these actions did not warrant the dissolution of the corporation. Likewise,
the issuance of “special” shares did not violate the nature of building and loan associations.
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Concerning the founder’s royalty agreement, the Court posited that the contract was not
beyond the powers of the corporation and could not be voided in the current proceedings.
Excessive reserve funds and a fixed dividend rate were seen as administrative matters left
to corporate discretion, and not grounds for dissolution.

Loans made by El Hogar Filipino to corporations and partnerships as well as the usage of
the funds for diverse purposes were not deemed a misuse of  its  franchise.  The action
revolves around administrative discretion and the broader powers implicitly held by building
and loan associations.

Doctrine:
A building and loan association is permitted to exercise broad powers implicit in its nature
to provide loans to shareholders, and this includes the prudent maintenance of reserve
funds and the initiation of policies that support fiscal prudence and promote shareholder
confidence.  In  the  absence  of  express  legislative  prohibitions,  courts  should  avoid
interfering with the administrative discretion exercised by corporate officials in matters
such  as  the  issuance  of  “special”  shares,  the  maintenance  of  reserves,  and  the
determination of the purposes for which loans may be used.

Class Notes:
– Corporate powers include those expressly granted by law and those reasonably necessary
to carry out express powers.
– A court has discretion not to dissolve a corporation even if there have been statutory
violations, provided such violations do not sufficiently threaten the public interest or the
intent of the law.
– A building and loan association can issue “special” or advance-payment shares if they are
implicitly authorized by the law governing such associations and do not conflict with the
purposes and intent of the law.
– Administrative decisions regarding reserves, dividends, and loan purposes typically fall
within the discretion of corporate directors unless expressly limited by law.

Historical Background:
El Hogar Filipino was the first corporation organized as a building and loan association
under  Philippine  law,  which  adopted  many  American  legal  principles  regarding  such
entities. Throughout its existence, El Hogar Filipino often faced scrutiny over its operations
and how closely these adhered to both the letter and the spirit of the Corporation Law. The
Government’s attempt to dissolve it via quo warranto proceedings was an important legal
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matter that highlighted the balance between regulatory oversight and corporate discretion
within the Philippine legal framework.


